ducing a spurion. In case of an octet spurion which satisfies the l.dll =1/2 rule automatically, there are eight independent amplitudes corresponding to the SU (3) representations of 1,8dd• 8df• 8fd• 8ff, 10, 10* and 27, and the same representations also appear in all s, t and u channels. The absence rule means that some specific representations in the channels are required to be absent; for example 10 and 10* are absent in all channels. 1 Let us take two assumptions, namely, the absence of 10, 10* and 27 representation in the t channel and a L-type (Mtype) effective Hamiltonian in nonderivative (derivative) coupling.*> Using -the conditions, we can see that the amplitude ACI:) vanishes for all spurions and that all the amplitudes for the 27 plet spurion also vanish. Therefore the contributions for the 8, 10 and 10* spurions still remain, especially both the properties I) and III) are broken down by the existence of the decouplet.
In order to remove this undesirable result, we further restrict the form of the effective Hamiltonian. If we choose a current X current form of the interaction as an effective Hamiltonian, no effects should arise from the 10 and 10* spurions because of the symmetrized product of the currents. Thus the properties I) , II) and III) are completely explained with our Hamiltonian. 2 > Since the final Hamiltonian changes from the L-type into the M-type,*> which is identical in the ,{6-type for the octet spurion, it is worth noting that this result is in agreement with the argument that, in the SU (3) limit, the current X current type of the interaction must transform as X6-type under CP. 3 
>
There is a remarkably common feature among the successfully applied theories for the p.v. decays in the sense that the decays can be satisfactorily explained by setting the conditions in the t channel, 1 >, 4 > although the weak decays seem in general to be related with all channels. So it is not unreasonable that we have assumed this to be the case in our discussion here. Although the absence rule in the t channel is identical with the hypothesis of no exotic resonances, we have not an interest in such a dynamical reason but use it to reproduce the experimental results.
In conclusion the characteristics of the p.v. amplitudes can be derived from the assumption of the 10, 10* and 27 absence in the t channel and the effective Hamiltonian for the current X current type. By using the usual baryon and meson 3 X 3 matrix field operators, the Hamiltonian is expressed explicitly with two unknown coupling constants: *> The octet spurions are built up from the linear combinations of fictitious particles with the same spin, parity and SU(3) quantum numbers as KO and Ko, that is to say symbolically, KO±Ko, in which the + (-) sign part is usually called the .l6 (.l7) type. Thus, by generalizing the idea, the higher dimensional spurions are also expressed in the same way of the linear conbinations of the corresponding K 0 and its charge conjugate and we, then, define the + (-) part as M(L) type. The Lorentz part of the nonderivative p.v. Hamiltonian is taken as Hw""BB·n and that of the derivative, which gives an expression equivalent to the currentXcurrent form, is taken as Hw""Br"B·fJpn· It is to be noticed that the latter type is changed in sign for the CP-transformation compared with the former. Thus the L-type should be replaced by the M type and vice versa. In a forthcoming paper, we shall study in more detail both the parity violating and conserving nonleptonic hyperon decays on the basis of the absence rule and duality in addition to the symmetry between s and u channels and the CP-invariance.5>
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